Zen
The ZEN Collection was specially designed to help quiet the
mind and bring tranquility and serenity. Contemplate the
minimalist and clean look of these embossed grooves.

Nobella
The NOBELLA Collection will appeal to our clientele looking
for a more classic, timeless design style. Applied on the
surface, the 3 or 4 decorative panels can feature a flat design,
for a more sophisticated and sleeker look, or Georgian style
mouldings, for a more traditional or colonial character.

Pure
The PURE Collection is the answer for those among
you looking for a super clean minimalist look. Stripped
down, this ultra-sleek contemporary flush model is a
return to the essential in interior design: a high-quality
interior door, pure and simple.
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Revolution

Unique
DESIGN
Choose from our wide selection of door types,
models, colours, wood species, and hardware
to create unique installation-ready interior door
systems.
Portatec interior doors’ advantages are
numerous and unrivalled:
• “Turnkey” doors: entirely factory painted, premachined, and assembled.
• Solid-core (soundproof) doors for greater
durability and noise-reduction. Hollow-core
doors also available for some models
• Ultra-resistant industrial
choice of colour)

paint

(unlimited

The REVOLUTION Collection reveals a bold
urban design style with the highest level of
refinement seen to date, thoughtfully bringing
together wood and stainless steel for a
remarkably sophisticated look. This premium,
state-of-the-art door collection offers unique
modern and contemporary products for the most
innovative and cutting-edge interior designers.
Features:
• Wood veneer inserts with or without stainless
steel strips
• Wood species available: oak, birch, maple,
bamboo, ebony, and walnut
• 14 Stain colours available

• 4 Hinges for greater strength and rabbeted door
jambs for greater sturdiness and durability
• Factory installed door handle (optional)
• Quick and easy installation
• Home shipping or factory pick-up

Modernox

Passion

The MODERNOX Collection was created to offer
ultra-modern and refined door profiles. Stainless
steel strips are applied on these distinctive door
models for a slightly industrial, immensely chic
and elegant design style.

The PASSION Collection creates a look that is
both natural and modern. Organic, authentic,
clean, contemporary: these are the words that
come to mind when discovering these premium
state-of-the-art flush door models entirely
cladded with natural wood veneers.

Features:
• 1 in. or ½ in. stainless steel strips applied on
the surface (their size, number, and position
vary according to models)

Features:
• Flush veneer clad doors with or without
stainless steel strips
• Wood species available: oak, birch, maple,
bamboo, ebony, and walnut
• 14 Stain colours available

